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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes YAVO, an on-line trading system using mobile agent 

technology. The YAVO system assists end-users selling and buying goods or services 

through mobile agents on the internet. A system administrator creates trader accounts and 

distributed agent marketplaces through the Web. An authonzed trader then sends an 

agent to an agent marketplace to buy or sel1 specific goods or services based on user- 

specified stratesies. The YAVO system is modeled on Voyager. a full-featured agent- 

erihanced distributed computing environment. Java Servlets are used as a bridge behveen 

the Web cIient (a browser) and the back end servers (Java Web Server and Voyager 

Server). Persistent storage on the Java Web Server is provided through JDBC (Java 

Database Co~ectivi ty) .  



Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

When renting an apartrnent or purchasing a used car, people research extensively via 

reading newspapers, watching television, or talking with hiends. Afier gathering the 

information, a lot of tirne is spent on comparing the prices, analyzing the condition of 

products, negotiating with others, and making the final deal. How can people be spared 

from the waste of time and energy that arkes from dealing with these time-consuming 

taslis? 

The emergence of the tntemet opens up a convenient door for purchasers. For 

esample. the Company .4mazon.com provides an easy way to purchase books through the 

Intemet. Although it is more convenient than traditional purchasing methods, electronic 

purchasing is still largely non-automated. A buyer still must search, gather, and analyze 

information on goods and sellers. The buyer must also compare products, rnake 

decisions, and enter payment information before makinz a purchase. 

Mobile agent technologies can be used to automate time-consuming stages of the 

purchasing process. A mobile agent is a software program that may be transported to a 

remote machine and executed autonomously. The main benefits of mobile agents include 

reduced network load and latency. In other words, the bandwidth on the nehvork can be 

used more efficiently through mobile agent technology. 

Usually an electronic commerce (E-commerce) transaction involves multiple 

interactions between the buyer and seller. A mobile agent represents its creator and 



negotiates with other mobile agents on behalf of the creator. In that capacity, mobile 

agent technology is very suitable for E-commerce applications. 

This thesis wiil introduce a "consumer-to-consumer" on-line trading system called 

YAVO, which is designed and implemented by the author of this thesis. An administrator 

creates agent marketplaces on different machines or  at different ports (places) on the same 

machine. The administrator also creates trader accounts and a banking system. The 

trader then sends a seller or buyer agent to one of  the marketplaces where the buyer agent 

finds. and negotiates ivith other seller agents. This is done to make the best deal on the 

trader's behalf. The trader can also send monitoring agents to gather pertinent 

information, without a purchase being made. 

The characteristics of a good design for an E-commerce system are sirnplicity, 

reusability, security, and performance [HBS 991. The YAVO system that 1 have 

designed, implernented, and tested is founded on those characteristics. 

To achieve simplicity and reusability, the sizes of the business objects in YAVO 

are kept as small as possible. One object performs a single function or a small set of 

closely related functions. These objects are inherently small, simple, and easy to maintain 

and extend. The major objects of the YAVO system consist of  an administrator, a trader, 

an agent marketplace. a mobile agent, and a bank. The adttritristrator is responsible for 

creating and maintaining traders, agent marketplaces, and a banking system. The trader 

creates and sends mobile agents to marketplaces to seIl or buy goods or services. Agetrt 

Marketplaces are located at different machines or  ports, offer market information to 

agents and charge service fees to the agents. Buyer agents, seller agents, and monitoring 

agents are tnobile agents that are sent to agent marketplaces to buy, sell, or monitor goods 



or services. Configured by traders, mobile agents reside in the marketplace for a certain 

number of days and change the product pnce at a certain speed. The batakitzg systenz 

provides financial transaction support to the YAVO system. It issues electronic cash (E- 

cash) to the traders, and offers withdraw and deposit functions to traders and agent 

marketplaces. A trader gives a certain arnount of E-cash to the agent to purchase a 

product and pay for service charges. 

Security is an important issue for a mobile agent systern because mobile agents 

travel through the network with confidential information such as electronic cash and 

trader information. Mobile agents need to be guarded against malicious machines, and 

hosts have to be protected from malicious agents. One of the ways to protect mobile 

agents is to send hem to marketplaces on tmsted hosts only. in YAVO, al1 the agent 

marketplaces are located only on trusted machines. To protect hosts a security manager is 

used to authenticate and authorize each mobile agent. The agent c m  be granted 

permission to read andor wnte files, or can be granted no file access at all. Security is 

very critical in E-commerce applications. Users accessing a Web site are assigned roles 

appropriate to their needs. For instance, the traders and the administrator in YAVO have 

different roles and are therefore granted different access rights to the Web site. 

To improve performance, a docking station is introduced in YAVO. A docking 

station is pemanently installed in association with the nehvork and functions as an agent- 

buffer that stores and fonvards an agent. A docking station is used when unreliable 

networks fail to send an agent to the destination agent marketplace. Upon network 

faiIure, mobile agents will move to a docking station and wait in a line. Once the 



docking station connects to the recovered network, which then connects to the destination 

agent marketplace, the agent will be sent out to its destination. 

To implement YAVO, a mobile agent platform had to be chosen. 1 chose 

ObjectSpace's Voyager. Voyager is an agent-enhanced full-featured distributed 

computing platform. It supports mobile objects and autonomous agents. It also inctudes 

sen-ices for persistence, group communication, and basic directory senlice, etc. This 

computing platform "raises productivity and shrinks the time to solution by combining the 

power of Voyager's industrial strength performance with the services needed to design 

and deploy ... distributed enterprise applications more easily ..." [GG 993. 

YAVO has been developed to research the use of mobile agents for consumer-to- 

consumer E-commerce on the Intemet. The mobile agent technology is the focus of rny 

research. 

1.1 Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter Two will provide an overview of mobile agent technology. .4 general 

introduction to E-commerce is provided in Chapter Three. The reader will Iearn about the 

concepts, benefits, and the applications. Chapter Three also describes how the mobile 

agent technology is used in E-commerce. The functionality and the design of YAVO are 

detailed in Chapter Four. Chapter Five describes the implementation of YAVO. Chapter 

Sis provides an application example that will include screen shots of the prograrns in 

action. Lastly Chapter Seven surnmarizes the research and makes recommendations for 

future work. 



Chapter 2 

2 Mobile Agent 

2.1 Introduction 

The gowth of public information networks brings people closer and makes life 

easier. People c m  purchase a birthday gift through the Internet, buy or seIl books on-line, 

make a bid on interested goods, etc. Stand-alone applications cannot fulfill these 

complicated tasks. Computers have to comunicate  with each other in a networked 

environment. ClienUServer technology is commonly used in today's communication 

networks. But the increasing number of intemet users bnngs about a network bandwidth 

problem. A new approach called mobile agent programming is introduced to solve this 

problem. 

2.1.1 Cl iedServer Programming 

The Client/Server mode1 splits an operation into two parts across a network. A 

client makes requests fiom a user machine to a server that services the requests, typically 

on a large, centralized system. Let us look at a simple example. Jane wants to bake a 

pumpkin pie for her mum. She has the pie ingredients but she does not know how to 

bake. She contacts a local bakery to bake the pie for her. The baker cornes to pick up the 

ingredients and asks Jane to choose a recipe. After the pie is done, the baker brings the 

pie to Jane and charges for the service. In a cornputer communication world, Jane is a 

client, the bakery is a server that offers services to clients, and the baker is the network 



media between the client and the server that allows the client to request the services from 

the server. In the ClientBemer approach, the client establishes a connection with one or 

more servers and sends them messages to complete a task. We can see that Client/Semer 

programming needs good quality network connections because client's requests require 

full round trips to be completed and data may need to be copied across the network. This 

approach consumes network bandwidth for each message. 

2.1.2 Mobile Agent Programming 

Mobile agent programming allows a client to bring procedures and data to a 

senrer and execute thern there, which involves hi&-speed, local communications. Thus, 

it overcomes the limitations in ClientServer programming. Let us discuss another 

example, Mary wants to prepare a sumptuous birthday dinner at home, but she does not 

have the tirne and the facilities to prepare the dishes. She gives the food, the menu, and 

al1 the recipes to her servant, Judy, and sends her to a restaurant where Judy cooks al1 the 

dishes and brings them back. We can cal1 Judy a mobile agent who goes to the server 

(restaurant) and uses the facility there to fulfill al1 the tasks requested by Mary. Using 

mobile agent programming paradigm, a user's computer and its semer can interact 

without using the network once the network has transported an agent between them. Thus 

tliis mobile agent approach consumes network bandwidth only when the agent moves. 

2.2 Benefits 

There are many benefits of mobile agents. First, they reduce the network load and 

provide high quality and high performance. Accomplishing a task in a network 

environment usually involves multiple interactions that generate a lot of nehvork traffic. 



Mobile agents package a conversation and interact with a destination host locally. Mobile 

agents also reduce the flow of large amounts of data that are stored at the remote hosts. 

The data is processed locally rather than transferred over the network. Mobile agents 

allow higher performance than the CIient6erver mode1 by moving the computation to the 

data rather than the data to the computation [L099]. 

Second, they overcome nebvork latency that is always a big problem for cntical 

rsal-time systems in response to changes in their environments. Network latency is the 

time for a network packet to traveI fiom the source to the destination. Mobile agents 

solve tbis problem because they prevent a lot of  network communication between hosts 

and they are adaptive to the environment [L099]. 

Third, they execute asynchronously and autonomously. Network computing often 

relies on expensive or fragile network connections. Sometimes it is not econornically or 

technically practical to have a continuous connection between a machine and network. 

For esample, a student with a notebook frequently connects and discomects the notebook 

to the network. Mobile agents can solve this problem. Afier being dispatched, the mobile 

agents become independent and carry out tasks asynchronously and autonomously. The 

original host can reconnect at a later time to extract the mobile agents [L099]. 

Fourtb, they adapt dynamically. Mobile agents can sense and react to the changes in 

their execution environment. For instance, a mobile agent will move to a docking system 

upon network failure. The ability of mobile agents to react dynamically to unfavorable 

situations and events makes it easier to build robust and fault-tolerant distributed systems 

[L099]. 



Above all, a client can specify the behavior of the agent based on his or her own 

needs? which makes the mobile agent application more flexible and powerful. 

2.3 Choosing the Appropriate Platform 

There are many mobile agent platforms available. Voyager [Voyager 991, 

Aglets[Aglets 991 and D'Agents W'Agents 991 are arnong the popular ones. A suitable 

platfom is to be chosen to implement the YAVO system. 

The Voyager system from ObjectSpace is a one hundred percent Java distributed 

computing system integrated with agent technology. Voyager includes a full-featured 

object request broker that handles the communication between clients and server. 

Voyager also provides senlices such as persistence, group communication, and directory 

services. 

Aglets is a Java-based mobile agent system developed in IBM's Japan Lab. It 

presents the user with a visual environment for building mobile agents to search for, 

access, and manage information. Aglets system provides many services and facilities, 

such as a simple management environment, message passing facilities, authentication, 

and access control. 

D'Agents from Dartmouth ColIege is a multi-language mobile agent system. 

D'Agents currently supports Tool Command Language (TCL), Java and Scheme agents. 

D'Agents also offers some services? such as a docking system, a yellow page faciiity, and 

a debugger facility. 

The remainder of this chapter will compare several aspects of these three systems: 

mobility, security, communication, directory, life span of agents, and languages. 



Mobility is the key feature of  a mobile agent. Mobility bnngs out many benefits 

such as reducing nehvork traffic, speeding communication and processing, and 

overcoming disconnection problems. 

Voyager can move an agent to other programs, alIowing the execution of 

itineraries. The agent sends itself a "moveTo()" message with two parameters. One is the 

destination address; the other is the narne of  the callback h c t i o n ,  which will be executed 

on anival. Voyager can also move an agent to other objects, thus allowins 

communication using high-speed local messaging. The agent c m  send itself a 

"moveTo()" message with a virtual reference to the destination object and a callback 

parameter. For instance, an agent in "dragon: 8000" c m  send itself a message to buy from 

a ticket agent in "owl: 9000" (8000 and 9000 represent a machine's port number). The 

agent sends a "moveTo()" message with two parameters: vticket - a virtual reference to 

the remote ticket object; and, buyTicket - the name of a callback function. The message is 

"moveTo(vticket, "buyTicket1')." Afier moving to "owl: 900OW, the mobile agent receives 

the callback message "buyTicket()" with a local native reference to the ticket agent and 

the mobile agent's "buyTicket ()" method is invoked. 

In the Aglets system, hvo ways are used to move agent. One is to dispatch an 

agent to a remote host. The other way is to retract the dispatched agent from the remote 

host. The migrated agent and its state would be serialized and de-serialized before and 

after moving. 

In D'Agents, an agent can be moved by an "agentjump" command, or an agent can 

send a copy of itself, called a child agent, to a remote host by an "agent-submit" 



command. The state o f  the migrated agent can also be saved and transferred to the remote 

machine. The remote machine will restore the state and the agent continues execution 

from the esact point of the jump. Once an agent has migrated to a machine, the agent c m  

access resources and communicate with other agents on that machine. Once finished the 

local task, the agent cm,  if needed, migrate to the next machine. 

2.3.2 Security 

The rnobility feature of a mobile agent bnngs out an important issue: the security 

mechanism. Usually secunty problems c m  be divided into three interrelated categories: 

protection of the machine, protection of  the agent, and protection of a group of machines. 

The current focus on the security issue is to protect the machine. The agent's owner or 

sending machine digitally signs the agent. Then the receiving machine verifies the digital 

signature, accepting or rejecting the agent based on its signature, and assigns access 

restrictions to the agent. After this the agent is securely executed in an environment that 

enforces the restrictions. 

Voyager has a secunty manager called Voyager Secunty Manager that restricts the 

operations of mobile agents. The security manager extends JDK Security Manager. Each 

different object has its own authonty for each function. 

In Aglets, certain security services are provided to protect both the machines and 

agents. One of the common secuxity services is authentication that includes verifying 

user. verifying host, and verifjing code or agent. To authenticate an agent, the PGP 

(Pretty Good Privacy) algorithm is used. A sender uses a randomly generated secret key 

(SecretSourceKey) to encrypt an entire agent, and then the sender encrypts the secret key 



by using the public key (PublicDestKey) of  the destination machine. Then both of the 

keys and the agent will be sent to the destination machine. The destination machine can 

use its private key (PrivateDesKey) to open the public key (PublicDestKey). The 

destination machine will receive another private key from a source machine to open the 

secret key (SecretSourceKey). Other security services in the Aglets system include 

checking the integrity o f  an agent, authorization, and auditing security-related activities 

of an agent. Aglets secunty mode1 supports security policies and describes the process 

whereby a secure system enforces these policies. 

In D'Agents, an agent is also authenticated, authorized, and enforced to observe 

restrictions. Authentication is also based on PGP. To protect the system resources, 

security is maintained using a set of  resource manager agents. To protect a group of 

machines, D'Agents uses a market-based approach in which agents pay for their resource 

usage with electronic cash. To protect an agent, several solutions have been introduced. 

For example, agents are sent to trusting machines only, othenvise they are permitted to 

cornmunicate only with non-critical agents. 

2.3.3 Communication 

Agents are not isolated because they need to communicate with each other. The 

communication mechanism is a very important part of  mobile agent systems. 

Voyager has Message agents, which handle four types of messages: synchronous 

message, one-way message, future message, and one-way multicast message. To handle a 

syrrclrrorrocrs message, the caller blocks itself fkom its task until the message is 

completed and the retum value is received. In asynchronous messaging, afler sending a 



aire-way tnessage, the caller does not self-block while the message completes. For a 

frrtrtre niessage, the caller does not self-block while the message completes. The caller 

receives a placeholder that can be used to retrieve the r e t m  value Iater by puIling, 

blocking, or waiting for a callback. For a one-way multicast message, the caller sends a 

one-way message to al1 objects in a Space using a single operation. Multicast messages 

can be selectively broadcast to a subset of objects in a Space. Space is a type of 

cornputer-architecture designed to allow users to build distributed rooms in which objets 

reside. When you send messages into the Space, they are rnulticast in parallel to the 

objects in the Space. 

In Aglets, a;ents communicate with one another through message passing, byte 

streams, and remote method invocation. There are two types of message passing. One is 

synchronous messaging; the other is asynchronous messaging. Syttclirorroirs rnessagirig 

blocks the sender until a reply has amved. Asy~~clrronous messaghg does not biock the 

esecution of the sender, and the sender retrieves the reply later. Aglets supports remote 

messaging. The remote messaging between agents is location-transparent because the 

Aglets Application Programming Interface (API) functions for remote message passing, 

and are the sarne as those for local messaging. Aglets system also supports multicasting 

messaging. Agents can subscribe and unsubscribe to specific multicast messages. 

D'Agents has two-level communication mechanisms, which are low-level and high- 

level. In the low level mechanisrn, D'Agents provides byte streams and message passing. 

To use byte streams for communication, an agent establishes a direct connection with 

another agent using "agent - meet" command and exchanges message streams over the 

connection. In niessage passing, two operations "agent-send" and "agent-receive' are 



used to send and receive messages between agents. A message is sent between two agents 

with bIocking, non-blocking, and time restrictions. High-level protocols such as RPC 

(Remote Procedure Call) and KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) are 

implemented at the agent level. 

2.3.4 Directory 

A Directory service enabIes a comection to an existing object based on its name. 

This is a naming service, which allows users to build and link together hierarchies for the 

management of objects in a distributed system. 

Voyager provides a directory service for looking up a remote object. With the 

directory service, an object can get a reference of a remote or mobile object through its 

alias after the remote object registers in the directory. Directories can span several virtual 

machines and can persist in a database. 

In Aglets, every agent registers irs curent location in a database. From this 

information, the host can retract the migrated agent at any time. 

D'Agents has a Yellow Page facility. It is a set of stationary yellow page agents, 

which maintain a set of references to specific service agents and other yellow page 

agents. 

2.3.5 Lifespan of Agents 

The life span of an agent defines the lifetime of an object before it is reclaimed by 

the systern. 



An object in Voyager can live as long as the server, live for a certain period of 

time, live until a specific point of time, or live until there are no more references to it. 

When an object reaches the end of  its life span, it  dies and is collected through a garbage- 

collection rnechanism, which destroys an object and frees the machine's memory that 

\vas occupied by the object. 

The default life span of an agent in the Aglets system is unlimited. The agent will 

be garbage-cotlected if there is no reference to the agent. The Aglets manager can dispose 

of  each agent at any time. 

Agents can live as long as the agent server of D'Agents. 

Language 

An agent prograrnrning language should be complete and sufficiently powerful, so 

that agents cm make decisions, handle exceptional conditions, gather, organize, analyze, 

create, and modify information. 

Both Aglets and Voyager use Java as an agent language because Java has many 

advantages. First, Java is platform independent and an agent can run on any platform like 

Windows, Unix, or Linux, etc. Second, Java is secure and does not allow illegal type 

casting or any pointer arithmetic. Java also has a security manager to check al1 potentially 

dangerous operations, such as file access and network comections. This is very useful for 

mobile agent systems that have to protect their agents and the hosts. Third, Java supports 

a dynamic class-Ioading feature, which allows the Java program to dynamically load 

classes. The loaded class is included in an application, locally or through the nehvork. 

Thus, Java-based agents can load their code from a variety of sources, such as the local 



fiIe systern, the Web, and FTP (File Transfer Protocol) servers. Fourth, Java supports 

multithread programming. An agent executes independently of other agents within the 

same place. Fifth, Java's object serialization allows Java mobile agents to be serialized 

and de-serialized almost transparently. Agent mobility requires facilities that convert an 

agent and its state into a fonn suitable for network transmission. And on the receiving 

end the facilities allow the remote system to reconstnict the agent. Sixth, Java also 

provides Servlets that function similar to a Comrnon Gateway Interface script and may 

launch and receive mobiie agents. The YAVO systern uses Java servIets as a bridge 

between the User Interface and the backend semer. 

In conclusion, the features of multi-platform support, secure, dynamic class 

loading, multithreading, object serialization and Java servlets make Java well suited for 

niobile agent technology. 

D'Agents supports multiple languages including TcI, Java, and Scheme. Both Tc1 

and Scheme are script languages. A script Ianguage is easier than Java to learn, and to 

develop applications; but the apptications are limited because script language is not an 

object-oriented language. 

2.3.7 Choice 

The Aglets system is perceived to have the rnost easy-to-use user interface (UI). 

By interacting with the agent viewer window, the user can create a new agent, send a 

request to an agent to open its dialog panel, show the properties of the agent, destroy, 

clone, dispatch, and retract the dispatched agent. This UI feature is what other mobile 

agent platfonns lack. 



Voyager is a commercial system with cornplete documentation. It is not only a 

mobile agent system, but also a distributed computing system. It has more distributed 

system features than Aglets, such as CORBA integration. Voyager also provides 

features like space group communications and database-independent persistence. 

There is a lighhveight object storage system in Voyager, where objects and agents c m  

be flushed rapidIy to disk. This storage systern helps to manage large numbers of 

objects within a single application, and increases the reliability and recovery of 

applications after a system failure or  shut down. 

Although the Voyager system is more complicated than the Aglets system, it is 

more powerful. What c m  be implemented in Aglets c m  also be implemented in Voyager. 

Because of the advantages o f  Voyager over Aglets, Voyager has been chosen to be the 

mobile agent platform for the YAVO system. 

2.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a mobile agent is an independent program that travels across a 

network. It continuously and autonomously executes in a remote machine on behalf o f  a 

user. Mobile agent programming provides a new paradigrn for traditional network 

computing. The ClientIServer model needs constant communication behveen the client 

and the server. The mobile agent programming approach does not need a network 

connection once an agent arrives at the server. The mobile agent model has the 

advantages of reduction of network traffic, overcoming of network latency, and great 

flexibility. To implement the YAVO system, the Voyager platform is chosen because of 

the powerful features described above. 



Chapter 3 

3 Electronic Commerce and Mobile Agents 

3.1 What is Electric Commerce? 

3.1.1 Definition 

Due to fast growth of  the Internet and the World Wide Web, electronic commerce 

(E-commerce) is growing widely and rapidly. What is E-commerce? The first thing that 

comes to mind is on-line shopping, but Web shopping constitutes only a small part o f  E- 

commerce. This term also refers to on-iine stock or  bond transactions, on-line buying 

and downloading of sofhvare, Electronic Mail (E-mail), FAX transmissions, Electronic 

Data Interchange, etc. E-commerce is simply commerce conducted electronically. Ln the 

recent past, E-commerce has included technologies such as the telegraph, telephone, and 

fax. Presently, the focus is increasingly on networked cornputers [CL 971. 

3.1.2 Categories of E-commerce 

3.1.2.1 Business to Business 

An example in this category would be a Company that uses the Internet to order 

from its suppliers, receive bills, and make payrnents. The business has strong potential 

for grotvth. 



3.1.2.2 Business to Government 

Business-to-Goveniment E-commerce covers al1 transactions between companies 

and governmental organizations. It is more restrictive than other categories due to 

g o v e r n e n t  restrictions. 

3.1.2.3 Business to Consumer 

Business-to-Consumer is also called "Consumer Electronic Commerce" or "Retail 

Electronic Commerce." tt deals with the on-line selling and buying of  products and 

services. Companies publish their catalogs on-line, consumers order from the catalogs, 

make payments, and track the status of their orders on-line. The customer uses a web 

browser to access a Web-based virtuaI store through the Internet. 

There are now shopping rnalls on the Intemet, which offer al1 manner o f  

consumer goods, from cakes and wine, to cornputers and cars. An example is 

Amazon.conils on-line bookstore [AMA 991- Customers visiting Amazon.com c m  

bro~tse,  search using kepvords, and obtain detailcd information on individual tities. 

Detailed information includes a cover page, the price, an excerpt, a table contents, 

customer reviews, and recommendations for similar types o f  books. Consumers can 

order and pay for books that are then deiivered within twenty-four hours. Another 

example is Wine.com [WINE 991, Virtual Vineyards. This Web site offers wines and 

gourmet foods, and provides an outlet for a nurnber o f  small Californian wine producers. 

There is detailed on-line information on various wines and foods, and also an on-line 

query service (using E-mail). Customers can order, and pay, using either credit cards or 

E-cash. Customer orders are transferred electronically fiom Virtual Vineyards' San Jose 



office to their Napa Valley warehouse, along with instructions for printing the shipping 

label and enclosures (such as tasting notes). Federal Express ships the goods to the 

customer. Customers can track the progress of the delivery on-line by accessing the 

Federal Express site. The number of small businesses with a Web presence has nearly 

doubled since 1998. According to results of  a new survey [NEWS 99a], millions more are 

projected to corne on-line next year. 

3.1.2.4 Consumer to Consumer 

Consumer-to-Consumer business covers business among individual consumers. 

An example of  this category is an on-line bidding system such as the research described 

in this thesis. The YAVO system is an on-line trading system based on Consumer-to- 

Consumer interactions. 

3.1.3 Technology 

According to Hamer and Champey, "the real power of technology (such as 

electronic commerce, telecornmunications services or multi-media) is not that it can make 

the old processes work better, but that it enables organizations to break old rules and 

create new ways of working - that is, to reengmeer" [HC 991. E-commerce is a generk 

title used for business models that use the range of technologies that are now available to 

improve the efféctiveness of trading relationships. Typical technologies include 

electronic data interchange (EDO, bar codes, E-mail, the Intemet, the World Wide Web, 

eIectronic foms,  E-cash, etc. The following explains these technologies in detail. 

3.1.3.1 Electronic Date Interchange 



In addition to the traditional Internet protocols such as HTTP, E-commerce uses 

several of its own standards, most of which apply to business-to-business transactions. 

One of the most popular standards is Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). In the early 

1970's, the US govemment created the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). EDI is the 

electronic exchange of standard business fonns: quotations, purchase orders, invoices, 

receipts. etc. Information stored on one computer is translated by software progams into 

standard €DI format for transmission to one or more trading partners. In turn, the trading 

partners' computers translate the information into a form that can be understood. 

EDI is a central part of electronic commerce because it enables businesses to 

exchange information electronically, faster, more cheaply and accurately than paper- 

based systems. EDI is widely used in manufacturing, shipping, warehousing, 

construction, food processing, banking, insurance, retailing, governrnent, health care, and 

rnuch more. About fifty thousand private-sector companies in the United States, such as 

Federal Express, Eastman Kodak, Arnerican Airlines, Nike, and Prudential insurance 

currently use EDI [ECO 991. 

3.1.3.2 Open Buying on the Internet 

Arnong the other E-commerce standards is Open Buying on the lntemet (OBI). 

This standard ensures that buying organizations and selling organizations are able to 

collaborate. The standard contains the architecture, detailed technical specifications & 

guidelines, and compliance & implementation information. Any organization or 

individual can acquire a copy of the OB1 standard and use it to build a product, service, 

or solution [OBI 991. Leading technology companies such as Microsoft and Oracle 



support OBI because its solutions complement, rather than replace existing EDI 

infrastructures. 

3.1.3.3 Bar Codes 

Bar codes are used for automatic product identification by a cornputer. These 

codes consist of a rectangular pattern of lines that Vary in width and space. Specific 

characters (e.3. numbers 0-9) are assigned unique patterns, thus creating a "font" which 

cornputers can recognize based on interpreting the light from a laser reflected off the 

lines. 

The most obvious example of bar codes occurs on consumer products such as 

packaged foods. These codes ailow the products to be scanned at the check out conter ,  

where the product is identified and the price is automatically entered. 

3.1.3.4 Electronic Mail 

The typical use of E-mail involves messages that are composed by individuals and 

sent in digital form to the recipient via the Internet. This communication has become a 

very important part of everyday life. Relationships among people are becoming closer in 

nature through communication by E-mail. 

3.1.3.5 The Internet 

The Intemet is a network of phone and data lines al1 over the world and is used to 

transfer data through the use of a specific protocol or language. The Intemet initially 

began as a means for the US govemment and research institutes to share data and 

communicate. In 1994, the Intemet was opened to the public, to allow commercial use to 



any and al1 entities looking to take advantage of this medium. Since that time, the 

Intemet has grown tremendously. It has become an efficient tool for communications 

between people and businesses. This nehvork is growing very quickly and as the Internet 

becornes more accessible, its usage will also become more widespread. 

3.1.3.6 The World Wide Web 

The WorId Wide Web is a collection of documents written and encoded with the 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) using HTTP. With the aid of a piece of sofhvare 

(called a 'browser'), a user can request these documents and display them on the user's 

local computer. This can take place even though the document is copied fiom a computer 

on a totally different network elsewhere in the world. HTML documents contain many 

kinds of information such as test, pictures. video, sound, and hyperlinks that direct users 

immediately to other web pages. It is this ability to jump from site to site that gave nse to 

the terrn the "World Wide Web." Browsing the Web (or "surfing the Net") can be a 

fascinating activity, especially for people new to the Internet. The World Wide Web is, 

by far, the most heavily used protocol on the intemet. 

3.1.3.7 Electronic Forms 

An electronic f o m  is a digital analogue of the paper form. The electronic form is 

an image that looks like a form but appears on a cornputer screen, and is filled out using a 

rnouse and keyboard. Electronic forms allow storage in databases, automatic information 

routing, and integration into other applications. An example of an electronic f o m  is on- 

line registration at the Acadia University Web site. Electronic forms bring great 

efficiency and convenience to our lives. 





Digital or electronic cash (E-cash) allows a person to pay for goods or services by 

transmitting nurnbers from one computer to another. The numbers, just like monetary 

bills, are issued by a bank, and represent specified sums of real money. Two of the main 

features of digital cash, as with real cash, are anonymity and reusability. These features 

are the key difference between E-cash and credit card transactions over the Intemet. E- 

cash brings great convenience to seilers and buyers in finalizing a transaction. 

3.2 Why E-commerce? 

3.2.1 Benefits for Consumer 

Using the Interner to purchase products and services gives a consumer these 

benefits: access to more information, easier market research and comparison, lower 

product and service cost, and lower purchasing cost. 

Access to more information: 

On-iine shopping is more consumer-dnven than shopping conducted traditionally. 

On-line information is available worldwide and provides extensive marketing 

information on products of interest. In addition, consumers can do an on-line series of 

tests of digital products (e-g. music) and immediately download these products. 

Easier market research and comparison: 

The ability of the Web to gather, analyze, and control large quantities of 

specialized data, enables cornparison-shopping and speeds up the process of finding 



items. From the comfort of  home or office, the consumer can have access to price 

cornparisons on the Web any time of the day, any day of the year, without having to wait 

in line. 

Lower product and service cost: 

As suppliers are able to compete in an electronically open marketplace, prices of 

products or services are naturally lower. Competition among suppliers also leads to 

better quality and variety of  goods, through expanded markets and the ability to produce 

customized goods. 

Lower purchasing costs: 

Purchasing goods or  services for a corporation is a very complex process. It 

includes identifying the supplier, defining customer specifications, transmitting purchase 

orders, receiving notification, paying invoices etc. Some large companies have been 

using EDI over private networks to reduce labor, printing, and mailing costs in the 

procurement process. 

3.2.2 Benefits for Vendors 

The use o f  the Internet to sell, distribute and maintain products and services leads to 

significant cost savings and increased sales opportunities. The benefits are: lower cycle 

times, more efficient and effective customer services, lower marketing and sales costs, 

and new sales opportunities. 

Lower Cycle times: 



Cycle time is the total time it takes to build a product. E-commerce allows the 

cycle time to be shortened, allowing more products to be produced for the same, or lower 

costs. Sharing information electronically allows the different members of  the group to 

work on projects together, rather than having to wait for each member to finish his/her 

step before the next one c m  be taken. 

iMore efficient and effective custorner service: 

On-Iine product descriptions, technical support, and order status infonnation fiee 

up customer service staff to handle more complicated questions and better manage 

customer relations. Customers request as much infonnation as desired, and the vendor 

obtains relevant information frorn customers for the purpose of serving them more 

effectively in the future. 

Lower marketing and sales costs: 

Companies publish infonnation, services, or digital product categories on the web 

to shrink the distribution costs (cost-of-sales) to zero. For example, digital products can 

be delivered immediately through the Web. Furthemore buyers and sellers can access 

and contact each other directly, potentially eliminating some o f  the marketing cost. In a 

traditional sale, the more customers there are, the more sales persons are needed. By 

contrast, E-commerce can add new custorners with IittIe or no additional cost. Because 

its sales functions are housed in a cornputer senrer, rather than at an actual store with live 

sales people, the reach of the service is only limited by the capacity of  the servers to 

respond to inquiries and orders. 

New sales opportunities: 



The Intemet is worldwide. As a result, businesses on the web can reach new 

markets globally. Many companies find they attract new customers through web 

business. These is due to the ability to reach potential customers easily and cheaply, as 

well as eliminating delays between the different steps of the business process. One 

success story is the Del1 on-Iine store [GREENSPAN 991. Its on-line sales more than 

doubled dunng 1998 rising to more than S 14 million per day, accounting for 25 percent 

of the cornpany's total revenues. During the quarter ending 30 Apnl 1999, on-line sales 

rose further to an average of S18 million per day and now account for 30 percent of the 

company's S5.5 billion first quarter revenues. Del1 expects this percentage to increase to 

50 percent by 2000. 

3.2.3 Problems 

.4 senous deficiency arises fiom the use of the Web as a marketing chamel. Many 

users do not trust the Web as a payrnent channel. Any person. who transfers the data of a 

credit card on the Web, cannot be sure about the salesman's identity. The salesman 

cannot be sure about the buyer's identity. The one who pays can not be sure that his or 

her credit card number will not be collected somewhere on the Web and be used for some 

malicious purpose. Also, the salesman camot be sure that the credit card owner will not 

deny the acquisition. 

In connection with the previously outIined problems, there are number of questions 

concerning marketing through the Web: validity of an electronic signature, legality of an 

electronic contract, violations of trademark and copyright, etc. The most glaring 

inadequacy in the Intemet's commercial infrastructure is the lack of a secure form of 

rnonetary transfer. Solutions for these issues are on the way. There are different options 



available in electronic money transfer, fiom simple exchanges of credit card numbers to 

smart cards that enable anonyrnous, highly flexible, and fully automated digital 

accountin,a systems. Most of these techniques involve cryptography [Solinsky 991. 

Cryptography is a technology to encrypt and decrypt messages for transmission. There 

are two kinds of cryptography: syrnrnetric key and public key. The key is what you use 

to "unlock" a message. in ~~vrnmetric key cryptography, the sender and receiver have the 

same key. Ln public key cryptography, there is a public key for sending and a private key 

for receiving. Cryptography brings order and security to the othenvise natural disorder of 

the Internet. For fiirther information on Web security and commerce, please refer to the 

book " Web Security & Commerce" [GS 971. 

3.3 Where is E-commerce Applied? 

The most common fonn of business is the actual exchange o f  currency or credit 

for goods and services. As internet security issues are resolved, businesses are selling 

more and more products on-Iine, directly to their customers. According to a recent study, 

electronic retaiI sites will see peak sales in November 1999, especially among newer 

Internet users. Fifty-one percent of al1 internet users and 73 percent of new users said 

they are planning to do a majority of their on-line shopping in November WEWS 99b]. 

"A toy maker in Peoria can sel1 more dolls in her hometown, her home state, or clear 

across the country. The Intemet shatters geographical boundanes, giving al1 small 

businesses a virtual local and national sales force with just a few clicks, [NEWS 99bI." 

The number of small businesses that have Web sites is expected to grow in the next few 

years. 



Businesses also promote and market their products through the Internet. The 

World Wide Web provides an electronic means for organizations to display materials 

such as product catalogs, price lists, and brochures al1 on-line. For instance, Hewlett 

Packard (http://wvw.hp.com) has the "Access HP" Web site that provides thousands of 

pages of information, including general company information, news, worldwide contact 

points, new product announcements, and details of HP's wide range of products and 

services. 

Another business use of  the Intemet is to disseminate information or to publisli 

customer support documents. The use of E-mail is an effective way to communicate. 

Many high technology companies are providing on-line technical support, allowing their 

custoniers to easily find answers to problems and to download needed files and software 

round the clock, saving the company money on support personnel and mailing costs. 

3.4 Why is Mobile Agent Technology Useful in E-commerce? 

Mobile agents are very useful in E-commerce. They help automate tasks including 

trading goods over the Internet. Currently, most of the commerce needs human 

interactions. People decide when to buy goods, how much they want to buy, and so on. 

Sonietimes a commercial transaction may require real-time access to distributed 

resources. Mobile agent technology is a very appealing solution for this kind of problem. 

The following section wiI1 discuss how mobile agents automate some steps in the 

Consumer Buying Behavior. Basically a consumer's buying behavior consists of six 

steps [MGM 991: need identification, product brokering, merchant brokering, negotiation, 

purchase delivery, and product service and evahation. 



3.4.1 Need for Identification 

First of all, in the stage of need identification, the buyer may not know what to 

buy or may not be planning to buy anything. Agents can gather information to help the 

buyer to identify his or her need. For example, agents can monitor goods for sale and 

notify the customer when certain events occur that may be of interest to the consumer. 

For example, in the YAVO system, a trader can send a monitoring agent to the 

distributed agent marketplaces and gather recent agent marketplace information for the 

trader. 

3.4.2 Product Brokering 

Secondly, in the stage of product brokenng, the buyer may not know what kind of 

product to buy. Agents c m  help to retrieve information, evaluate product alternatives, 

and finalIy provide a list of products according to the buyer's requirement. For instance, 

a trader wants to rent a two-bedroom apartment. The buyer agents that the trader sends 

into the rental agents' marketplaces can help the trader to find al1 of the potential seller 

agents who are renting hvo-bedroom apartments. 

3.4.3 Merchant Brokering 

Thirdly, in the stage of merchant brokenng, the buyer rnay not have decided from 

whom to buy. Agents can collect merchant-specific information and evaluate rnerchant 

alternatives, thus providing the information about the best merchant according to the 

buyer's requirements. Continuing the previous exarnple, if the buyer agent finds a list of 

potential seller agents, the buyer agent will compare additional features along with the 

p i c e  of al1 the seller agents, and then choose the one that best meets the trader's need. 



3.4.4 Negotiation 

Fourthly, in the stage of negotiation, agents wili help the buyer close a deal as 

soon as possibie. Negotiation can be very simple if the prices and other aspects of the 

deal are fixed. On the other hand negotiation c m  also be very complex in some markets, 

such as the stock market, second-hand market, and fine antiques market. Negotiation 

varies accordingly in different markets. In the YAVO system, if a buyer agent or a seller 

agent c m  not find a deal after one day, the buyer agent or the seller agent will adjust its 

price based on a pt-ice changing strategy set by its trader. The price changing strategy is 

one of the mathematics functions such as linear, quadratic, or exponential, etc. The agent 

n.ilI then negotiate with other agents again and try to find a new deal. 

3.4.5 Purchase and Delivery 

Fifthly, in the stage of purchase and delivery, agents can represent the buyer in 

closing the deal and c m  make a payment to the bank system or directly to the seller. The 

product will be delivered if the transaction succeeds. In the YAVO system, E-cash is 

used to make al1 transactions. E-cash, a number representing sums of real money, is as 

convenient as real money. Mobile agents carry E-cash in hand to pay for goods or 

services, transmitting the E-cash without the intervention of a bank or a broker. 

3.4.6 Product Service and Evaluation 

Finally, the stage of product service and evaluation includes product service, 

customer service, and evaluation of the satisfaction of the whole process. Agents can 

heip to evaiuate and improve the consumer's buying decisions. The YAVO systern does 

not use agents to help in this step. However, it could be an added feature in the future. 



3.4.7 Summary 

In conclusion, mobile agents embody the intentions of  their creators, act, and 

negotiats on their behalf, reduce transactions costs in E-commerce, and revolutionize 

how vie do commerce in the future. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In summary, E-commerce is de fined as transacting business electronically. The use 

of E-commerce technologies is becoming a condition of trading imposed by large 

customers, especially in the retail, manufacturing and automotive sectors. E-commerce 

increases the speed and efficiency of  business transactions and processes, and improves 

customer relationships and semices. Moreover, increased cornpetition results in a 

reduction of  p i ce s  of goods and services. E-Commerce is growing explosively on the 

Internet. By the end of year 2000, millions of individuals and companies will be buying, 

selling, bidding, advertising, brokering, and collaborating on a daily bais.  As the 

Internet merges with other branches of the information highway, E-commerce wilI 

become a fùlly integrated part of our lives. 



Chapter 4 

4 YAVO: Functionality, Analysis, and Design 

4.1 Functionality 

4.1.1 System Purpose 

YAVO is an automatic on-line trading system using Java, Web, and mobile agent 

technology, thus making YAVO easy-to-use, and platfonn independent. The piirpose of 

the YAVO system is to assist end-users selling and buying goods through mobile agents 

on the Internet. A system administrator creates trader accounts and distributed agent 

marketplaces. An agent is sent to an agent marketplace (for this exarnple it will be 

assumed that there is one marketplace per good) representing an end-user in buying and 

selling specific goods based on user-specified strategies. in the agent marketplace, each 

buyer agent negotiates with several seller agents daily. The negotiation interval is 

flexible. It can be one hour or half a day. If a pair of agents reaches an agreement on a 

deai, they will complete the payrnent using E-cash. Through this means traders (buyers 

or scllers) do not have to spend time searching for information, negotiating each potential 

deal, and worrying about payrnent. 



4.1.2 System Features 

System features are the functions that an end-user can perform on the system. The end- 

users of YAVO system are the traders who buy or sel1 goods through YAVO and the 

system administrator who maintains the traders, bank and agent marketplaces. 

The following are the features designed for traders: 

View al1 the agent marketplaces and their policies 

Con figure and send a buyer or seller agent to an agent marketplace 

View the current status of the created agents 

View al1 the messages fiom the agents 

View the current balance in the bank account (not implemented) 

View the amount of E-cash in hand (not implernented) 

Withdraw E-cash h m  the bank (not implemented) 

Deposit E-cash to the bank (not implemented) 

The system administrator can perform the following tasks: 

Create traders accounts 

Create agent marketplaces in different environments 

Create a bank object on a host 

4.1.3 Business-Related Objects and Their Responsibilities 

An object is a person, thing, or place. Each object is associated with data 

attributes and behavior. In the system features we find business-related objects, human 

interaction objects, and database objects. The major objects of a systern are business- 



related objects that respond directly to most of the system features. In the following, we 

discuss three types of business related objects: actors, places, and things. 

3.1 A l  Actors 

An actor is a person, an organization, or an agent that fulfills specific tasks. in 

YAVO, the actors are traders and mobile agents. A trader c m  be either a buyer or a 

seller. The mobile agents inctude buyer agents and seller agents. 

4.13.1.1 Traders 

- 
I 

,A 
,/ '\ 

Action: Creates and sends agents 
Trader 

Figure 1-1 Use Case Diagram for Trader (UML [Rational981) 

A trader is a buyer or seller who creates and sends agents to sel1 or buy goods 

through the YAVO system where every trader has an authorized account maintained by 

an administrator. When a trader is created, it has some E-cash in the bank and some E- 

cash in hand. Every trader is also a holder of a bank account, thus enabling the trader to 

u*ithdraw or deposit E-cash into a bank. 



Mobile Agents 
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Figure 4-1 L'se Case Diagram for Mobile Agent (UML) 

A mobile agent is a piece of software that can move across the Internet and 

execute autonomously and continuously in a specific environrnent. Mobile agents 

include buyer agents and seller agents. An agent c m  also be classified as a singleton 

agent or a multicast agent. A singleton agent is the only agent that is sent by a trader to 

find a specific item, whereas multicast agents are sent to look for the same item in several 

agent marketplaces. A singleton agent does not have a transaction ID white a multicast 

agent cames the same transaction iD as the other multicast agents who are looking for 

the same item. I f  one of the multicast agents completes a deal and retums back to the 

trader, the trader can dispose of al1 the othsr multicast agents who are looking for the 

same item. 

Mobile agents have the following attnbutes that a user can view at any time: 

Agent ID 

Agent ID is a unique id issued to an agent when it is created. 

S tarting price 

The starting price is the desired price that the trader specifies. 



Final pnce 

The final price is the acceptable pnce that the trader specifies. 

Lifetimeofanagent 

A trader specifies the lifetime of an agent, which indicates how long an agent is 

going to stay alive in the agent marketplaces. The tirne unit in YAVO is one day. 

For exarnple, a buyer agent stays in a marketplace for 5 days. 

Pnce Changing Strategy 

According to a user-specified pnce changing function, an agent changes its price 

daily. For example, a buyer agent changes its price according to a linear function. 

Need Trader Approval Flag 

This flag is set by a trader to indicate if a trader's approval is required before 

closing a deal. With this option. a trader can have the final decision conceming the 

deal. 

Current Price 

The current price, which ranges from the starting to final price, is automatically 

changed on daily basis depending on the price changing strategy. 

Status 

The status of an agent can be "alive," "success," or "dead." "Alive" indicates an 

agent is working in an agent marketplace, "success" indicates an agent has found a 

deal and stops working, and "dead" means an agent could not find a deal during its 

lifetirne. 

Goods information 



An agent cames goods information such as goods type and the detail of the 

goods. 

Transaction ID 

A transaction ID differentiates between a singleton agent and a multicast agent. 

This value for a Singleton agent is empty. Al1 the multicast agents, who are looking 

for the same item, carry the same transaction ID. 

Bank -Account 

Each agent carries the bank account number of its trader. The rnarketplace 

obtains the bank account number when the agent anives and serves as a broker 

behveen buyer agent and seller agent. The bank account information is only 

accessible by the agent marketplace. 

E-cas h 

E-cash is used in transactions among agents and agent marketplaces. 

After moving to a marketplace, a buyer agent queries the goods features and the 

current price of each seller agent daily. I f  the buyer agent is satisfied with the goods and 

the price, it adds this seller agent to its potential seller agent list. After contacting al1 

seller agents in a rnarketplace, there can be severaI potentiaI seller agents. The buyer 

agent compares the price and optional features of the potential seller agents. The buyer 

agent then chooses the best seller agent. Before finding a deal, a mobile agent updates its 

current pnce daily. Seller agents decrease the price, and buyer agents increase the price. 

if a final approval is needed from a trader, the agent sends a message to the trader 

and waits for the response. The agent assumes that the trader has canceled the deal i f  

there is no response within one day. If the trader replies and cancels the deal, the agent 



marketplace takes the deposit and service charges from the agent, and the agent goes 

back to its original place. The agent dies after returning the remaining E-cash to its 

trader. If both the buyer and seller approve the deal, the buyer agent pays the seller agent 

by E-cash, the marketplace charges both of them the service fee, and finally the agents go 

back home. The agents die after returning the rest of money to their traders. After the 

&al is finalized, the product or service can not be returned or exchanged. 

3.1.3.1.3 Administrator 

Administrator 
Action: Creates traders' accounts, agent 
marketplaces, and the bank. 

Figure 4-1 Use Case Diagram for Agent Marketplace (UhIL) 

An administrator creates traders' accounts, agent marketplaces, and the bank. An 

account must be created for a trader before he or she can use the YAVO system. The 

administrator specifies the username and password for each trader and issues a certain 

amount of E-cash to each trader. The adrninistrator creates the bank and agent 

marketplaces on the ports of different hosts or different ports of one machine. The 

adrninistrator specifies each marketplace's attributes such as name, maximum number of 

agents, type of goods, location, service charge, and deposit. 

4.1.3.2 Places 

The pIace denotes where the objects live. In YAVO, the major places in which 

seller agents and buyer agents negotiate with each other are called agent marketplaces. 



The other place is a bank. (1 did not implement this object.) An adrninistrator has the 

responsibility to create al1 these objects using appropriate factories. In the following we 

wi il describe the agent marketplace followed by a discussion of the bank. 

4.1.3.2.1 Agent Marketplaces 

Action: Offers services to agents. 
Agent Marketpiace 

Figure 4-1 Use Case Diagram for Agent Marketplace (UML) 

Agent marketplaces, where different mobile agents live and have social contact, 

are located on different hosts or different ports of a sarne machine. Their Functions are to 

offer helpful services to agents and to manage the agent marketplaces by some policies. 

After logging into the YAVO system, the trader can view the attributes and policies of al1 

the agent marketplaces. The attributes or policies are described in the following: 

The type of soods in marketplaces, Le.: used cars, used books, or houses for rent. 

Maximum number of active agents in the marketplace 

Current number of buyer agents or seller agents in the marketplace 

Service charges for seller agents or buyer agents 

The cost is based on the number of days that the agent stays in the agent 

marketplace. 

Deposit 

I f  the trader refuses a found deal that is agreed upon by both a buyer agent and a 

seller agent, the deposit is given to the agent marketplace. 



Bank account 

Lists of seller agents 

List of buyer agents 

When an agent arrives at a marketplace, the agent rnarketplace can retrieve the 

agent information including lifetime, starting price, current price, the arnount of E-cash 

on the agent, and transaction ID. The marketplace checks if the total number of current 

agents esceeds the maximum number of its capacity and checks if the agent has brought 

enough E-cash into the marketplace. The E-cash required includes the service charge at 

the marketplace, the deposit to the agent marketplace, and the cost of the good. If the 

agent marketplace is full or if the agent does not bring enough money, the marketplace 

asks the agent to go back to its trader. The agent dies after retuming the money to the 

trader. I f  both of the conditions are satisfied. the rnarketplace checks the type of the 

incoming agent and adds it to either the buyer agent or the seller agent list. The Agent 

marketplace offers seller agents information when buyer agents try to negotiate with 

seller agents. 

4.1.3.2.2 Bank 

Bank 

Figure 4-1 Lise Case Diagram for Bank (UML) 

Action: Offers banking service. 

A bank offers banking services for the YAVO system. It holds accounts for 

traders and agent marketplaces. Al1 the E-cash used in YAVO is issued and authonzed 



by the bank. A trader can check the current balance in the bank, deposit, or withdraw E- 

cash in the bank. Each agent rnarketplace also has a bank account. An agent rnarketplace 

can have the same banking services as the trader. 

4.1.3.3 Things 

4.1.3.3.1 E-cas h 

E-cash is used in al1 the transactions in YAVO. E-cash represents specified sums 

of real money and allows a person to pay for goods or services by transmitting a number 

issued by a bank. The key features of E-cash are anonymity and reusability. This feature 

is a key difference between E-cash and credit card transactions over the Intemet. 

4.1.3.3.2 Goods 

in the YAVO system, there are many kinds of goods, such as a house for rent, 

used books, CDS, etc. A buyer specifies the goods to have both required and optional 

fcatures. The details of the two kinds of features are different from goods to goods. For 

esample, a tenant needs an apartment to have required features as number of bedrooms 

and location. The tenant may also prefer to have a dishwasher and a fireplace as optional 

features. When creating a buyer agent, a trader specifies the pnorities of al1 the optional 

features and the current price. A buyer agent considers the priorities when it Ends more 

than one potential deal. In the following, 1 will give an example to demonstrate a 

cornparison of the seller agents using a point scheme. 

A buyer is Iooking for a two-bedroom apartrnent. The required features that the 

buyer specified are two rooms, eight-month lease, close to Acadia University. The 

optional features are a dishwasher, and an indoor-laundry. The buyer sets the prionties of 

optional features and price by points. I f  an apartrnent has a dishwasher, it has 10 points, 



if i t  has an indoor-laundry, it has 9 points, if it  has the cheapest price, it  has 8 points. A 

buyer agent finds two apartments that meet with buyer's required features and the price. 

Apartment 1 has an indoor laundry and the cheapest pnce; thus the total points are 17. A 

dishwasher accords apartment 2 a total of points 10. The buyer agent chooses the 

apartment with the highest points; thus apartment 1 is selected to be the final deal. 

final points are equal among some potential seller agents, the latest one is chosen 

the final deal. 

4.2 Analysis and 

If the 

to be 

4.2.1 CRC Aoalysis (CRC cards) 

In the following section, CRC cards of al1 the objects described above are 

provided. CRC cards specify the behaviors (methods) and attributes (variables) of 

objects in a class. 

4.2.1.1 Traders 

1 Class: Trader 1 
Responsibilities: Provides gçnenl functions for a trader. 
Collaborators: Bank, E-cash, Buyer Agent, Seller Agent 

Super classes: 
Subclasses: 

-- 

1 Mcthods 1 Variables 1 
1 Obrain E-cash 1 Bank Account 1 

Table 4-1 CRC card for Trader 

j Obtain bank account 
' Obtain password 

Change password 
Deposits rnoney 
'IIVithdraws money 

E-cash 
B uyer Agents 

l 

Seller Agents 
Username 
Pass word 



4.2.1.2 Mobile Agents 

1 Class: Mobile -Agent 
1 Responsibilities: Updaies current price and tirne-starnp. provides agent information. 

Collaborators: E-cash. Trader. Agent Marketplace f 
-- 

i Super classes: 
i Subclasses: Seller Agent. Buyer Agent 1 

-- - -- 

/ Jlethods 1 Variables 1 
J 

1 Update life time 1 Agent ID 1 
/ lipdate current pnce / Starting Price 1 
! Srnd message to trader 1 Final Price 1 
I Set status 1 Lifetime ! 

, - I - - - 
/ Obtain cunent price information 1 Goocis Type 1 
1 Return home 
1 Dispose itseif 

Price Changing Strategy 
Weed Trader ApprovaI Flag 

- -- 

Table 4-1 CRC card for ~Mobile Agents 

! Obtain goods information 
Obtriin startins pnce ùiformation 

Obtain final price information 
1 Obtain lifetime information 
i Obrain transaction iD information 
1 ... 

Class: Seller Agent 
Responsibilities: Provides additional functions to seller agent. Le.: accepting E-cash from buyer 

/ Collaborators: Buyer Agent, E-cash. Trader, Agent Marketplace 

- - 
Cunent Price 
Transaction ID 
Bank Account 
E-cas h 
--. 

1 Super classes: Agent 

1 Subclasses: 1 
1 Methods 1 Variables 1 

Confirm A Deal 
Take in E-cash 
--. 

Table 4-1 CRC card for Seller Agents 

Class: Buyer Agent 

Responsibilities: Provides additional fùnction to buyer agent, ie.: negotiatinç with seller 
Collaborators: Seller Agent, E-cash, Trader, Agent Marketplace 
Super classes: 

1 



/ Subclasses: 1 
1 Methods ( Variables 1 
i Xegotiatc: with seller agent f Best Seller Agent 1 
Add a potential agent to a list 
Compare seller agents 

Table 4-2 CRC card for Buyer Agents 

4.2.1.3 Administrator 

Potential Seller Agents 

. . . 
1 Set the best seller aeent 
i 

1 Class: Administrator t 

1 

1 Responsibilities: Maintain trader accounts, bank and agent marketplaces 1 
Collaborators: Bank Trader, Agent Marketplace 
Super classes: 

1 Subclasses: 1 
1 Methods 1 Variables 1 
1 Creates trader account 1 Usernames 1 
1 Deletes trader account ! User Passwords 1 
1 Crsate bank 1 Bank 1 

Table 4-1 CRC card for Administralor 

4.2.1.4 Agent Marketplace 

Create agent marketplace ( Agent Marketplaces 

Class: Agent -Marketplace 

Responsibilities: Offers information and semice to agents. 

Delete agent marketplace 
1 .-. 

Collaborators: .Agent. E-cash 1 

... 

I S u ~ e r  classes: I 

1 Methods 1 Variables 1 

1 Search seller agents 1 Location 1 

Evaluates agent 
Adds seller agent 
Adds buyer agent 
Deletes seller agent 

Deletes buyer agent 

1 Marketrilace 1s full 1 Bank Account 1 

Name 
Maximum Number of Agents 

Service Charge 
Deposit 
Type Of Good 

1 Charges agent 1 Seller Agents 

/ Send back agent 1 Buyer Agents 



Table 4-1 CRC card for Agent Marketplace 

3.2.1.5 Bank 

Class: Bank 

Responsibilities: Offer bankinz service to traders and agent marketplaces. 
Collaborators: E-cash 

Super classes: 
Subclasses: 

1 hlethods 1 Variables 1 
-- - 1 Offers trader balance information 1 E-cash 1 

Issues E-cash 
.. - 

Table 4-1 CRC card for Bank 

Offers marketplace balance information 

Processes deposit 

Processes withdrawal 

Trader Bank Accounts 

Agent Marketplace Bank Accounts 
..- 



4.2.1.6 Electronic Cash (E-cash) 

Class: E-cash 

Responsibilities: It  is used in al1 the transactions. 

Collaborators: 
Super classes: 
Subclasses: 

1 hIethods 1 Variables 1 
1 Ï n i s e s  amount 1 Amount 1 
1 Decreases amount 1 ... 1 

Tablc 4-1 CRC card for E-cash 

4.2.1.7 Goods 

Class: Goods 

Rcsponsibilities: Provides goods information and cornparison mechanism 

1 Collaborators: 
-- 

/ Super classes: 
1 Subclasscs: ! 

-- 

Table 1-1 CRC card for Goods 

/ Jlethods 1 Variables 

4.2.2 Static Mode1 Design (Class Diagram) 

The following class diagram shows the relationships and 

1 Calculates pnonty points 

Obtains required features 

Obtains optional features 

Compares goods 

of classes 

Language 

Required Feanires 

Optional Features 

Priority Points 

Type Of  Good 

thro ugh 

mu 

.-- 1 ... 

UML (Unified Modeling Language). 

behaviors of hierarchies 

The Unified Modeling 

the industry-standard language for specifjmg, visualizing, 

constmcting, and documenting the artifacts of sohvare systems. It simplifies the 

complex process of software design, making a "blueprint" for construction [RATIONAL 



991. More information on UML is available at Rational Rose Web site: 

Administrator - A -. maintains - - --) Trader 
(fm people) (frorn people) 

l...7 r 

maintains 

4- - - 

1 Bank uses /' 
(frorn place) /' 

issues 
/ /' 

, AgentMarketplace 1 
(from place) 

BuyerAgent 
ifrorn agent) 

SellerAgent 
(fmm agent) 

Figure 1-1 Class Diagram of the YAVO system (URIL) 

4.2.3 Dynamic Mode1 - Scenarios 

Dynamic mode1 describes changes ro the objects and their relationships over iime. 

A scenario is a sequence of events that occurs dunng one particular execution of a 

system. An event is something that happens at a point in time, such as a trader i ~ i  YAVO 

iritltdruivs E-cush or the buizk zrpdutes uccorint of rlze ~ i - d e r .  Each event transmits 

information from one object to another. For exarnple, the event "rvidzdruiv E-cash " 

transmits a signal from the trader to the bank. The sequence of events and the objects 

exchanging events can be shown in an augrnented scenario called an event trace diagram 



[RBPEL 911. This diagram shows each object as a vertical line and each event as a 

horizontal arrow from the sender object to the receiver object. Time increases from top 

to bottom, but the spacing is irrelevant. In the following section, three scenarios are 

shown through event trace diagrms: a trader witlidraws E-cashfvont the batik, a briyer 

ageitt izegotiation rvitlz a seller ugenf, and conzparisoti of nvo seller ugenrs. 

1.2.3.1 A Trader Withdrawal of E-cash from the Bank 

: Trader 
W ithdraw E-cash 

I l  Jnk I I  

Figure 4-1 Event trace for a trader withdrawal of E-cash from the bank 



4.2.3.2 A buyer agent negotiation with a selier 

: Seller Paent 

agent 

- 
Goods 

Figure 3-1 Event trace for a buyer agent negotiation with a seller agent 



4.2.3.3 Cornparison of two seller 

: Buer k e n t  : Seller Poent 

getGood 
- o p -  >- 

agents 

,- 1. 

Lw' - 
/"\ 

: Seller Psent 
Goods 

Figure 4-1 Event trace for comparison of  two seller agents 

4.3 Human-Interaction Objects 

The Iiuman-interaction objects provide interfaces between business-related 

objects and the end-users. In YAVO we have the following interfaces: 

Trader login 

Display agent marketplaces information 

Trader creates and sends agents 

Trader views agents status 



Trader views and responds messages 

Trader logout 

Administrator sets up trader account 

Administrator creates bank 

0 Administrator creates agent marketplaces 

4.4 Database objects 

The database objects provide interfaces between business-related objects and 

databases. 

In YAVO we need the following database objects: 

Trader accounts and password information 

Agent marketplaces information 

Bank information 

Mobile agents information 

Messages from al1 mobile agents 



Chapter 5 

5 YAVO Implementation 

5.1 Web Application Topology 

Web applications usually include Web clients (such as Web browsers), Web 

scncrs. esisting application. data from estemal non-Web services, and standard internet 

protocols. Figure 5-1 illustrates the major elements of the YAVO Web application. Web 

server and external services (Le. database) are logical tiers capable of running on the 

same physical machine or different machines. The front-end and business logic parts of a 

Web application are nin on separate machines. 

~Machine -4 Machine B ,Machine C 

Web Client HTTP Java Web Server, xtemaI Services 
(Web browser) Database, (Voyager Semer) 

User interface L o g ,  
Voyager Server 

Machine D Machine E 
1 

Estemal Services 
(Voyager Server) 

FRONT END BACK END 

Figure 5-1 Cnfrastructure of YAVO 

Web clients communicate with Web Servers typically using HTTP to access business 

logic and data. The primary role of the client is to accept and validate user input, and 



present results received from the Web server to the user. The business logic of the YAVO 

system runs on the back end (servers), not on the front end (clients). This infrastructure 

provides the following advantages: 

A broader range of client devices, such as PCs and network cornputers, c m  be 

supported since the dependency on client capabilities is reduced. 

The Web server integrates access to resources (databases, etc.), which simplifies 

application design, improves scalability, and provides greater security of the 

resources. 

Business logic r u ~ i n g  on the server is easier to protect, upgrade, and maintain. 

Business logic running on the server allows users' application environments to be 

central1 y rnanaged and restored on di fferent client machines. 

The client part of the Web application is small and downloads quickly. 

Y.4VO application is based upon HTTP and HTML, so that any browser can run it. 

The YAVO Web application is a series of interactions between users and 

particular Web sites. The entire Web interaction process begins with a single page 

displayed in the browser. The user clicks on a button or link on the page caiising a 

request to be sent to the Java Web Server. The request is processed on the Web 

application server and a new page is sent back to Web browser showing the results of the 

request and presenting buttons or links for the next request. Thus the YAVO application 

consists of a set of processing steps or interactions. Each interaction gets a request 

generated From a page and each interaction must produce a response in the form of a Web 

page that will serve as the input for subsequent interactions. Java Servlets technology is 



used to process the HTTP request, and then, based on the results of the business logic, 

oenerates a dynamic Web page. - 

5.1.1 Java Servlets 

5.1.1.1 What are Java Servlets? 

One of the most important technologies used in YAVO is the Java Servlets. What are 

Servlets? Servlets are Java objects that extend the functionality of information servers. 

such as HTTP or Web servers [Hunter 981. Servlets are similar to Common Gateway 

Interface (CGI) scripts but are vastly different in many ways. A servlet can be thought of 

as a sewer-side applet. Senlets are loaded and executed by a Web server on the server as 

are CG1 scripts. The following list describes the basic flow when using Servlets: 

1. The client (most likely a web browser) makes a request via HTTP. 

2. The web server receives the request and fowards it to the servlet. If the servlet has 

not yet been loaded, the web server will load it into the Java virtual machine and 

execute it. 

3. The servlet will receive the HTTP request and perform some type of process. 

4. The servlet will return a response back to the web server. 

The web server will fonvard the response to the client. 

5.1.1.2 Why use Sewlets? 

In their most basic form, sewlets are a great replacement for CG1 scripts. CGI scripts 

are typically written in Perl or C and are usually tied to a particular server platform. 

Since servlets are witten in Java, they are platform independent. lava's promise of wite  

once, run anywhere can now be realized on the server as well. Senlets have other 

distinct advantages over CG1 scripts. 



Servlets are persistent. They are loaded only once by the web server and c m  

maintain services (sirch as a database connection) between requests. CG1 scripts, on 

the other hand, are transient. Each time a request is made to a CG1 script, it must be 

loaded and executed by the web server. When the CG1 script is complete, it is 

removed from rnemory and the results are returned to the client. Al1 program 

initialization (such as connecting to a database) must be repeated each time that a CG1 

script is used. 

Sewlets are fast. Since senflets only need to be loaded once, they offer much better 

performance over CGI. 

Servlets are platform independent. As mentioned before, servlets are written in Java, 

which inherently brings platform independence to the developrnent effort. 

Servlets are extensible. Since servlets are written in Java, this brings al1 of the other 

benefits of Java to servlets. Java is a robust, object-oriented progamming language, 

which easily can be extended to suit system needs. 

Servlets are secure. The only way to invoke a servlet from the outside world is 

through a web server. This brings a high level of security, especially if your web 

server is protected behind a firewall. A firewall is a device (usually a computer 

running a specially wntten or modified operating system) that isolates an 

organization's interna1 network from the intemet at large, allowing specific 

connections to Dass and blockine others rGS971. 



Servleis are powerful. They utilize the full power o f  Java, such as nebvorking and 

URL access, multithreading, image manipulation, data compression, database 

connectivity, remote method invocation (RMI), and object serialization. 



5.1.1.3 Application of Servlets 

The application of servlets is explained below: 

Allowing collaboration behveen people. A servlet can handle multiple requests 

concurrently, and can synchronize requests. This allows servlets to support systems 

such as on-line conferencing. 

Fonvarding requests. Semlets can fonvard requests to other servers and servlets. 

Thus. servlets can be used to balance load among several setvers that mirror the same 

content, and to partition a single logical service over several senrers, according to task 

type or organizational boundaries. 

5.1.1.4 Java Servlets in YAVO 

The following are the eleven servlets programs in the YAVO system. 

AgentServIet 

Progam AgentServlet displays al1 agents' information of a trader on the Web. 

Progam BankSenllet displays bank information on the Web. Only the system 

administrator can access this information page. 

Servlet CreateAgentl is the first step in creating a mobile agent. In response to a 

trader's request to create an agent, the servlet posts a Web page that guides the trader 

to input agent information such as starting price, final price, goods type, lifetime, and 

agent type. After the trader subrnits the agent information, the servlet passes al1 the 

information to s e ~ l e t  CreateAgent2. 



CreateAgent2 

Servlet CreateAgent2 is the second step in creating an agent. Based on the 

information from CreateAgentl, this servlet posts a dynamic Web page whose 

content is different for a buyer and a seller agent (a seller agent is not configured to 

specify the priority of features). The trader enters detail information of the interested 

goods, location of an agent marketplace, and the priority of additional features (this 

onIy applies to buyer agent). After the submission of the trader, the information will 

pass to servlet CreateAgent3. 

CreateAgent3 

This servlet progarn is the Iast step in creating an agent. Based on the mobile 

agent information from servlet CreateAgent2, CreateAgent3 generates a mobile 

agent, obtains a reference to the agent marketplace that is specified in mobile agent 

information, and sends the agent to work in the marketplace. In addition, 

CreateAgent3 inserts the created agent information into an agent database on the 

machine running the Java Web Servsr and generates a confirmation page that lists al1 

the information entered by the trader. 

Login 

Servlet Login authenticates a trader who tries to login on the YAVO system. 

Only authonzed traders can use the YAVO system. 

. Logout 

Logout servlet logs out the trader from YAVO. 



Market 

Market servlet displays market information on the Web. Only the system 

administrator can access this information page. 

blarketServlet 

MarketSenrlet serdet creates an agent marketplace on a user-specified location, 

and updates agent marketplace database. Only the system administrator can create 

agent rnarketplaces. 

MessageServlet 

-MessageServlet servlet displays al1 the messages of a trader on the Web. 

TraderServlet 

TraderServlet servlet displays al1 the traders' information on the Web. Only the 

system administrator can access this information page. 

5.1.2 Java Web Server 

Sun's Java Web Server was chosen to be the Web server for YAVO because the 

product has been fiee for evaluation, easy-to-use, secure, and platform-independent. In 

addition, the Java Web Semer supports Java Servlets technology, thus enabling server- 

side Java applications. 

5.1 .3 Voyager Functionality Examples 

S. 1.3.1 Using Interfaces for Distributed Computing 

The Java prograrnming language supports a feature called an interface. An 

intedace contains no code. Instead, it defines a set of method signatures that must be 



defined by any class that implements the interface. A variable whose type is an interface 

may refer to any object whose class implements the interface. Voyager leverages this 

feature to simplify distributed computing [Voyager 991. In YAVO, an agent marketplace 

is a remote object and it is represented by a special proxy object that implements the 

same interfaces as its remote counterpart. A variable whose type is an interface may refer 

to a remote object via a proxy, because both the remote object and its proxy implement 

the same interfaces. Here is an example of an interface: 

pli blic irr terface IAgerrtMarketplace 
f 

irzt getMarN~tniOfAger~tsO; 
irz t getservice Charge () ; 

itzr gerDeposii0; 
Sirirrg get Gooclso ; 
Srr-irlg getLocariorr f); 
Strirtg gerNar?zeOfM(); 

Hasllta ble getBriyerAgents(); 
Haslt ta ble getSellerAgerrts f j  ; 
String toStrirtg(); 
Sir-irrg to WebStringO ; 
Strirrg ro TableStrirzg(in r rotvMrnt ber); 
booleurz clieckNrinzber(Strirzg s); 
Vector sear-clr(IRe~ttalAgerzt agent); 
void addSelfer(irrt id, IRentafAgetzt agerzt); 
voici udciBrtyer(inr id IRentalAgent agerzt) ; 
/Re1 r talAgeri t remo veSe llerrlgerr t fin t icl) ; 
IRerztalAgeni rentoveBtcyer-Agent(int id); 

,' 
5.1 J .2  Creating Remote Objects 

To create an object such as the agent marketplace at a specified location, 

"Factory.create()" method is used. This method retums a proxy to the newly created 

object and creates the proxy class dynamically if it does not already exist [Voyager 991. 



Here is the example of using the method to create an agent marketplace at machine 

d-wa132-28, port 8000: 

5.1.3.3 Using Name Services 

Naming services are used to bind names to objects for Iater lookup [Voyager 991. 

The following code continues frorn the previous example. It binds a created agent 

marketpIace to the name "Rent8000". 

The folIowing example uses "Xarnespace.lookup()" to obtain a proxy for the agent 

marketplace object. Mobile agents use this function in order to move to a remote agent 

marketplace. 

5.1.3.4 Sending Messages 

In YAVO, a mobiie agent comrnunicates with the agent marketplace IocalIy. 

Local messages are much faster than remote messages. In the following example, an 

agent sends a message to an agent marketplace object, aAer it  anives at the marketplace. 

(In the following code, "id" stands for the Agent ID, "this" is a reference to an agent.) 



if (uctiorzqpe. equals("brry '9) f 
tzr arket. adnBrryer(id, this) ; 

,' 
else{ 

t PZ a rker. addSeller(ici, th is) ; 
I 

5.1.3.5 Creating Mobile Agents by Dynamic Aggregation 

An object's behavior may be extended at runtirne. Traditional mechanisms of 

inheritance and polymorphisrn do not help to solve these problems, so Voyager 

introduces a new feature called dynamic aggregation that attaches new code and data to 

an object at runtime. To make an object becorne a mobile autonornous agent, 

"Agent.of()" is used to obtain an object's agent facet and then uses the methods defined 

in the intedace "IAgent". Facet is a secondary object that attaches to a primary object at 

mntime. A primary object and its facets form an aggregate that is typically persisted, 

rnoved, and garbage collected, as a single unit [Voyager 991. For exampie, in the YAVO 

to a remote agent marketplace object 

.1 (In the following code, "this" is the 

reference to an agent object, "atMarketVV refers to a cailback function that the agent will 

esecute upon amval): 

Agenr.o/(rhis~.nzoveTofi~~urker, tturMclrker'>; 

system, a sel 

"market" and 

ler agent object can move itself 

execute its function upon arriva 

5.1.3.6 Timers 

Voyager has timer services such as the Stopwatch and Timer classes. A 

Stopwatch object clocks time intervals and prints time measurement statistics such as the 

cumulative lap time, average lap time, and last lap time. The lap stands for every 



stadstop cycle. A Timer object generates timer events and adds listeners to timer. The 

Timer class acts like an alarm clock. A Timer object sends a TimerEvent to one or more 

listeners. Upon receiving an event, a listener performs an action [Voyager 991. in YAVO, 

the Timer class is used for a mobile agent to update its current pnce and lifetime daily. 

The following example constmcts a timer, one listener (a mobile agent), sets the timer to 

generate penodic events, and adds the listener to the timer. The timer object will notify 

the agent once each day. 

Tinter tinler = rterv Tinrero; 
tinler.addTinterLisretrer( new TimerLisretzerThread((Tinlerlis~et~er)ugetzr) ); 
//for the sake of tesring. fitrer will wake tcp agetr f 
// evety 20 secortds 
tinter: alnr-nt Evet?*( 20000 ) ; 

After the agent receives a timer event, the method "timerExpired" of the agent 

will execute automatically: 

. . . 
// U p h f e s  fife t itne. 
// Upclntes atrrent price. 
!/ Negotiares ivith other ugett ts. 

5.1.4 Database System 

5.1 A l  Introduction 

It is hard to find a professional web site today that does not have some database 

connectivity [Hunter 971. A Data Base Management System (DBMS) computer program 



manages a permanent self-descriptive repository of data. There are many reasons why a 

DBMS is very important: 

Crash recovery. A database is protected from hardware crashes, disk media 

failures, and user errors. 

Sharing between users. Multiple users can access the database at the same time. 

S haring between applications. Multiple application progams can read and wite  

data to the same database. 

Security. Data can be protected against unauthonzed read and write access. 

5.1.4.2 JDBC 

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is used in YAVO implementation. JDBC is a 

set of interfaces and classes designed to perfonn actions against any database. An 

individual database system is accessed via a specific JDBC driver. The Company Sun 

packages a free JDBC-ODBC bridge driver with the JDK to allow access to standard 

ODBC data sources, such as a Microsofi Access database [Hunter 971. 

5.1.4.3 YAVO Databases 

In the YAVO Web application. there are five databases on the machine running 

the Java Web Senfer: Agents Datribase, Bank Database, Marketplace Database, Message 

Database, and Traders Database. The following section descnbes the detail design of 

databases. 

Agents Database 

Agents Database stores al1 the mobile agents. It contains goods-specified tables. 

For example, the database table rental-agents is illustrated in the following table: 



1 Action Type 1 Text 1 
Goods Type 
Starting Price 
Final Price 

Text 
Xumber 
Number 

Life Span 
Price Change Strategy 

Distance2 Text 
Xumber of Bedrooms 1 Text 

Number 
Text 

Approval 
Distance 1 

Text 
Text 

Unit Type 
Fumishins 
Utility 
Bus 

Marketplace 1 Test 
First Prioritv 1 Test 

Text 
Text 
Text 
Test 

Cable 
Pets 

Second Priority 1 Test 
Third Prioritv 1 Test 

- 

Text 
Text 

1 Agent ID 1 Text ] 

Table 5-1 Design o f  the Rental-agents table in Agents Database 

Agent S t a t u  
Current Price 

Bank Database 

Text 
Text 

Bank Database contains the information of the bank that is created by the system 

administrator. It contains a database table bank that is ihstrated in the following: 

'Table 5-2 Design of Table Bank in Bank Database 

Location 
E-cash 

Marketplace Database 

Text 
Number 

Marketplace Database stores the information of al1 the agent marketplaces that are 

created by the system administrator. It contains a database table markelplace that is 

shown in the following: 



1 Service Charge 

Narne 
Maximum Number of Agents 

1 Text 

Text 
Text 

1 Location 

-.  

Deposit 
Goods Type 

1 Text 1 

Text 
Text 

Table 5-3 Design of Table  marketp place in Marketplace Database 

Message Database 

Message Database contains 

table message that is illustrated 

messages from a11 the agents. 

in the following: 

It contains a database 

Table 5 3  Design of Table Message in Message Database 

i kirssage 
/ .Arcnt ID 

I rridttr's Csemame 
' Other Agent ID 
! Other Trader's Usemame 

Traders Database 

Traders Database stores the accounts information of the traders that are created by 

the system adrninistrator. It contains a database table ~rczciers that is shown in the 

fol lowing: 

Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 

Table 5-5 Design of Traders ~Messagc in Traders Database 

Username 
Password 
E-cash 

Text 
Text 
Number 



Chapter 6 

6 Application Examples 

An example of a rental place is used to demonstrate the YAVO system. Several 

screenshots are used to illustrate the graphical user interfaces that the administrator and 

traders will typically encounter while using this system. Not al1 possible circumstances 

are covered. 

In preparation, the Java Web Server and Voyager Servers are to be started by 

following the steps below: 

Open three MS-DOS Prompt windows. 

In the first MS-DOS Prompt window. start Java Web Semer by typing "httpd." 

In the second MS-DOS Prompt window, start a Voyager Server at port 8000 by the 

command "voyager 8000 -verboseV. 

In the third MS-DOS Prompt window, start another Voyager Server at port 9000 by 

the command "voyager 9000 -verbose". 

6.1 Adrninistrator 

As descnbed in Chapter Four, the system administrator creates al1 the trader 

accounts and the agent marketplaces. The following exarnples illustrate the 

administrator's home page, the creation of several trader accounts, and the creation of 

several agent marketplaces. 



6.1 .l Admiaistrator Home 

The administrator's home page provides several options for different features such 

as the marketpiace configuration, the trader configuration, a view of al1 the marketplaces, 

and a view of al1 the traders. 

YAVO Admin Homepage 

Options 

Figure 6-1 YAVO Administrator Homepage 



6.1.2 Creation of Agent Marketplaces 

In order to create an agent marketplace, the administrator must specify the name, 
maximum number o f  agents, service charge, deposit fee, goods/services, and the location 
of the marketplace. 

Instructions 

1 Enter p u r  information in the fields below. 
2. Press the Confirm buîton to enter your information into the maketplace database. 

Name of this marketplace RP3030 

hiasium Number of Agents 

Service Charge(S/day) 

Deposi t(3Vday) 

Goods or  Service 

Location 

1 ~ e n t a l  Place 

Figure 6-1 Agent Marketplaces Configuration Page 



After the administrator submits the idormation, a rental place marketplace is 

created at port 8000 on machine dyna132-28. 

Confirmation Page 

' The foi.lotiing information was entered successiûiiy 

Same of Marketplace: RP8000 
hlaxium Number of Agents: 50 
Service Charge: 5 
Deposit: 10 
Goods or Sewice: Rental Place 
Location: //dyna 132-28:8000 

R e m  to A h i n  Hùrne Pace 1 Vien- .&'cent Marketdace List 

- - -------- 
d 4- Doanac Do* 1, -;L 3- 42 .a 4 . 
Figure 6-2 Creation Confirmation of on Agent Marketplace 



Similarly, several agent marketplaces are created and s h o w  in Figure 6-4. They 

are created on different machines or different ports on the same machine. 

Agent Marketplaces List 

Maxium Name of Service Goods o r  h'umber of  Charge DepOs't Senlce Location 
Marketplace Agents 

I RPSOOO 5 0 5 1 O Rental PIace 

Rental Piace 

Rentai PIace --- 
Book 

. -. - . - . - 

CD 

Retum to .Umin Horne Pwe 

___F____C___-I-- ---- - - - 
O' -Jr Dausrr D m  ?.A & a 

Figure 6-3 Agent 3Iarketplaces List Page 



6.1.3 Creation of Traders 

in order to create trader accounts in the YAVO system, the administrator must 

specify a usemarne, password, and an arnount of E-cash. 

- - 
i . T - 1 - 4  , (1 

Trader Configuration 

Instructions 

1 . Enter your information in the fields below. 
2 .  Press the Confirm button to enter your idormation into the trader database. 

Csernanie 

Password 

E-cash in hand 

Figure 6-1 Trader Configuration Page 



After the administrator submits the trader's account information, the confirmation 

page is shown in Fisure 6-6. 

Confirmation Page 

The foiiowiq information &-as entered successfùiiy 

Username: yao 
Password: yao 
Ecash: 10000 

Rehm to .Adniin Homo Pane 1 'j'iew Trader List 

Trader Cortfiyliration Servie! 

Figure 6-2 Creation C o n f i t i o n  of a Trader 



Traders List 

- . . - - - - - - -. - - -- - - . -- - .- - -. 

Username 
-- - -- - - -- 

Passwo rd E-cash - - -- -- -- - -- - 

yao yao 1 O000 

tom 

Dennis 

tom 

dennis 

Return to .kimin Home Paire 

Trader Conjigurarion Servier 

0' 
. - - . - -- . 

0- DW.8 - .:-A ;Ù ;Tz;r 13 9, , 

Figure 6-3 List of Traders f age 



6.2 Trader 

Once the user has logsed in, the system displays the main user interface screen. For 

esarnple, figure 6-2 shows the administrator's main interface screen, which appears 

different from other user interfaces. in this section we illustrate the creation of several 

mobile agents, their runtime status, and any trading messages for their traders. 

6.2.1 Trader Login 

Figure 6-8 shows the trader's login page. 

Figure 6-1 Trader Login Page 



If the login information is invalid, the following page appears. 

Your lobPin and password are invalid. 
k'ou may want tci tn. zain 

Figure 6-2 Invalid Trader Account 



6.2.2 Trader Home (Marketplaces Information) 

In this example, the trader Yao has Iogged into the YAVO system, and then any 

agent marketplace information is provided. This information helps the trader to choose a 

marketplace. 

Agent Marketplaces List 

Same of Maxium Senice Coods or 
Marke tplace Number of 

Agents Charge DepOSit Service Location 

Bike //d4vna1 32-2S:SOOO 
. - 

B&e /ldyna 132-28:8000 

Book /iddyna 132-2S:SOOO 
. ... - - 

CD /!d_vna 132-38:9000 

5 RP3000 40 4 8 Rentai Place //d_yna 132-2S:9000 

Figure 6-1 Trader Homepage (Agent Marketplaces' Information) 



6.2.3 Creating Mobile Agents for Trading 

in the following section, several mobile agents are created to trade residences. The 

trader Yao creates and sends hvo buyer agents, each to one o f  hvo marketplaces. Also, 

the trader Tom creates and sends two seller agents, each to one o f  hvo marketplaces. 

6.2.3.1 Create Buyer Agents 

Figure 6-1 1 shows the first step for Yao to create a buyer agent. 

1 want to Iby 1 lrentai place 3 

the price change -3 

need my approval to finalize the deal r Yes .- No 

Figure 6-1 First Step to Create a Buycr Agent 



Figure 6-12 shows the second step for Yao to create a buyer agent. 

distance fiom Campus: l e s  than [ r d  minutes 

number of bedrooms: 

on bus route: (;- Yes r No 

cabIe provided: Yes r No 

pets ailowed: 6 Yes  c No 

ivfuch h~iarketplace to 30: llldynal32-28:8000RP8000 

type of unit: / apartment L( 

pnority of features: 
lprice 3--> ]on bus routine If--> leable provided d--> [ ~ e t s  allowed 

Figure 6-2 Second Step to Create a Buyer Agent 



After a buyer agent has been created, the following page appears to confirm the 

creation. 

Loeo tu 

Confirmation Page 

The following information was entered successîüiiy 

Action type: buy 
+ C;oods or Senice: rental 

start Price: 300 
Final Price: 400 
Liretirne: 20 days 
Price Changing Strategy: regdarly 
Keed User Approval: no 
Marketplace: /Idpal  32-28:8000!RPSOOO 
Distance: Lcss than 5 minutes walk 
Xumber of bedrooms: 1 , -- - -- - --- 

Docuncrt O a  

Figure 6-3 Creation Coniirmation of an Agent 



6.2.3.2 Create Seller Agents 

Figure 6-14 shows the first step for the trader Tom to create a seller agent. 

the price change [=A 
1 need my approvai to îïnaiize the deal r Yes r 30 

Figure 6-1 First Step to Create a Seller Agent 



Figure 6-1 5 shows the second step for the trader Tom to create a seller agent. 

distance Gom Campus: less than r d  minutes lwalkfj 

number of bedrooms: 

f;n;shin,p: ]full11 
type of unit: (-3 

on bus route: c Yes r N o  

cable provided: I: Yes r No 

pets aliowed: c Yes c No 

tuhich hhrketplace to p: [/ldyna132-28:8000/RP8000 -( 

Create Agent 1 

Figure 6-2 Second Step to Create a Seller Agent 



After a seller agent has been created, the following page appears to confirm the 

creation. 

Confirmation Page 

The foiiowing information was entered successfùiiy 

Actiontype: seu 
+ Coods or Service: rental 

start Price: 400 
Final Price: 300 
Lifetime: 20 days 
Price Changing Strategy: re_darly 
Seed User Approval: no 
Market place: //d~na132-28:8000/RP8000 

O Distance: Less than 5 minutes wak 

Figure 6-3 Creation Confirmation of an Agent 



6.2.4 View Al1 My Agents 

Afier al1 the buyer agents and seller agents have been created, the traders Yao and 

Tom can view the runtime information of al1 their agents. In the following section, four 

screen shots are provided for each trader. There is a certain amount of elapsed time 

between each screen shot. 

Figure 6-17 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Yao. 

My Agent List 

Starting Final Price Need Number 
Action tvpe or Price Prlce Lifetirne Changing User Distance of 

Service Stra tegv Approval Bedroorn 

5 
1 buy rental 300 400 50 regdarly no minutes 1 

walk 

5 
2 buy rentai $00 1000 50 regulariy no minutes 1 

walk 

Figure 6-1 Agent Status 



Figure 6-18 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Yao. 

blarketplace First Second 
Prlority Priority 

32-2S:SOOO/RPS000 price bus 

Agent Third Fourt'' Cisernarne S ~ P  tus Currenwrice Priority Priority 

cable pets yao 

12-2S:90001RP9000 price bus 

Figure 6-2 Agent Status 



Figure 6-1 9 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Yao. 

Firs t 
Priority 

32-3S:SOOO/RP8000 pnce 

37-2S:9000/RP9000 price 

Agent 
Second Fourth username Status Currentprice ID Priority Priority Priority 

bus cable pets YaO alive 314 

pets 

Figure 6-3 Agent Stntus 



Figure 6-20 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Yao. 

Iarketplace First Second 
Priority Priority 

Tbird 
Priority 

32-~:9000/RP9000 .pnce bus cable 

Logo w 

Fourîh 
Priority 

pets 

Status 

mccess 

dead 

Agent CurrenLPrlce ID 

Figure 6 4  Agent Status 



Figure 6-31 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Tom. 

My Agent List 

Unit Fumishing Uülify 01 
Includod lncluded Rc 

Figure 6-5 Agent Status 



Figure 6-22 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Tom. 

OnBus Cable Pets Fimt Second Third Fourth 
d Routlne lncluded Allowed Prlorfty Priorfty Pd0dty Priofity Uscm8me 

Agent 
ID 

3 

4 

Figure 6-6 Agent Status 



Figure 6-23 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Tom. 

OnBus 
!d Routine 

Pets 
Allowed 

First Second Third Fourth 
MarkeQJlace Prlority Prlority Piiodty Plfo* 

Figure 6-7 Agent Status 



Figure 6-24 shows the status of al1 the agents that belong to Tom. 

OnBus Cable 
Routine Included 

yes yes 

SUCCGSS 356 - a 

caad 1501 4 

Figure 6-8 Agent Status 



6.2.5 View Al1 My Message 

Figure 6-35 shows the messases fiom al1 the agents that belong to Yao. 

My Message List 

M y  AgentID My Message My Username Other AgentID Other Trader 

find one seller yao 3 tom 



Figure 6-26 shows the messages fiom al1 the agents that belong to Tom. 

Fe E& Y- Go F m  !îcb - -- ----- -- - --. --- ------- -----p.- + ,  + .  EJ / 3 ' Q  -3 -3 Q q g  % &# 4 3  

. B e  S- _ Ranh _HW S+ ~noler ûrndr -.II -W ~m €61 - 
ms+i lo_l w//wnz ~Q-T- 9 

- - - - -- -. .- - --- - - 

~ r i u  j ; a a d b w a  s j ~ u i ~ ~ u d .  q~tn~cibld absi las i r (  3~aama1 m - n d a u w  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - 

My Message List 

Figure 6-2 View Messages 



Chapter 7 

7 Conclusions 

This thesis has covered the topic of mobile agent technology used in E-commerce. 

An on-line trading system, YAVO, demonstrates the appIication of this technology. 

Y.4VO is based on Voyager. an agent integrated distributed environment. Java 

technologies such as Servlets and JDBC are used to implement the YAVO system. 

The advantage of the mobile agent model is illustrated by comparing it with the 

C lient/Server model in distri buted computing. The mobile agent model reduces network 

traffic, overcomes network latency, and brings greater flexibility to applications. This is 

the future trend of distnbuted computing applications. 

The concept of E-commerce is introduced in relation to the definition, the 

catcgories, the technologies, the benefits, and the applications. The benefits of E- 

commerce has lead to its explosive growth. Mobile agents automate some steps in 

Consumer Buying Behavior. Mobile agents act on behalf of their creators, reduce the 

transaction costs in E-commerce, and change the ways we will conduct commerce in the 

future. 

The YAVO system assists end-users selling and buying goods or services through 

mobile agents on the Intemet. A system administrator creates trader accounts and 

distributed agent marketplaces through the Web. An authorized trader then sends an 

agent to an agent marketplace to buy or sel1 specific goods or services based on user- 

speci fied strategies. Based on these system functionali ties, several busi ness-related 



objects and their responsibilities were descnbed. These objects are a mobile agent, an 

agent marketplace, a trader. and a bank. 

As a Web application, YAVO includes Web clients (such as Web browsers), Java 

Web Server, Voyager Server, Database System, and User Interface (UI) logic. Java 

Senlets are the UI logic, which connects the Web clients to the back end servers. Java 

Servlets examples used in YAVO were listed. 

The mobile agent platform of YAVO is Voyaser, a full-featured agent-enhanced 

distributed computing environment. It provides rich functionalities for YAVO 

irnplementation. The examples are interfaces used for distributed computing, creating a 

remote object, using naming services, sending messages, creating mobile agents by 

dynamic aggregation, and using Timer classes. Persistent storage on the Java Web Server 

is provided through JDBC. Microsoft Access databases were used in YAVO because the 

JDBC-ODBC bridge driver is freely packaged with JDK fiom the Sun. The detailed 

design of al1 the databases was described in the YAVO irnplementation. 

The non-implemented parts of YAVO are a banking system, a docking station, and 

negotiating mobile agents. There is only one service - rental place is implemented in this 

version. The non-implemented work will be added in the future. There are some 

drawbacks in the current version of YAVO. For exarnple, the mobile agent is not 

intelligent enough to l e m  fiom its environment. The initial conditions of mobile agents 

cannot be modified at a later time. Also, the YAVO system has only been designed for a 

small scale application. 
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